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CENTR.t\L INTELLIGENCE .t\GENCY 

11 February '1965 

SUBJECT: SNm 10·· 3 -65 : COMl>1U}!IST REfI.CTIOHS TO POSS!ELE 
US .t\CTIONS 

THE PROBLEl'·1 

To estLmate Communi~t reactions, particularly Soviet reactions, 

to a US course of sustained ail' attacl~s on North Vietnam: 

SCOPE NOTE 

This US course is presumed to start "tlith a public declaration 

outlinine the new policy and linl:ing it to the entire range of 

Viet Cong guerrilla and terrorist activity in South Viet~am. This 

declaration, "\ore further presume, mal(es it clear that the US means 

to go beyond specific reprisals for individual major Viet Cong 

actions and to continue air attacks Ulltil the threat to South 

~-f S-E C £( "':.. 



Vietnam has been reduced to levels which the US regards as 

tolerable. We consider in this estimate present Communist 

attitudes and Communist reactions, particularly Soviet reactions, 

in the 'Pr.-ri:-J:'l before and during continuing air attacks, ahd 

dur:'ng any pc;~lod when these_ attacks are suspended. 

THE EST]}1J\TE 

The Present Situation 

1. Reversing Khrushchev's policy of minimum involvement in 

Southeast Asia, the new Soviet leaders have over the past several 

months begun to reassert the USSR's interest, particularly in 

Vietnam. Kosygin's visit to Hanoi is the latest step in this 

process. We believe that, in embarking on these tactics, the 

Soviet lead.ers hO'Ped to m)rk Hanoi back toward a middle position 

in the Sino-Soviet dis'Pute, to discourage the US from broadening 

the war, and to participate in the Communist victory which they 

expected. To these ends, the USSR probably planned to offer to 

strengthen North Vietnamese air defenses and to provide equipment 

for use in insurgency and subversion. 
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2. The recent VC attuc1:s and US/GVU reprisals prob~bly 
I 

cut across Soviet calculations. The US course of action und.er 

consideration here ,,'Ou.ld further undennine these calc1..uations 

and force the Soviets to reconsider; indoed,they are p~obably 
I 
i 

already doing so. In the meantime, h01f(~Ver, they have o;lready 

reconfirmed their commitment to North Vietnam, albeit in general 

tenns, ,·lith u ~overrunent statement promisinG "further measures to 

safeguard the security and strengthen the defensive capability" 

of the DRV. 

3. Soviet public statements after the attacl-:s of last 

,reekend had a cautionary flnvor, and Ire believe that Kosygin' s 

private representatives to Hanoi ",ere of a similar. nature. 

Nevertheless, Hanoi has evidently chosen to maintain a high level 

of VC pressures in South Vietnam, includinG attacks against US 

fac.i1ities, perhaps in part to force the Soviets into a stronger 

corami tment. China for its part is almost certainly see~dng to 
" 

shUl~en the Soviet dilemma o~ a choice between support ~or the 

DRV, ,.,hatever the dangers of confrontation ,vi th the US ,! or a ,vi tho 

draval which Peiping could portray as confirmation of its case 

against Mosco';1. 
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Key Uncer'ea,inties 

4. At the outset, the Communists llOuld have to,1 determine 
:1 

hCnI to interpret the ne," policy declared by the US. l~le believe . i 
that they uould understand that the US did in fact in}end a 

I 
course o~ sustained pressure against N01~h Vietnam. Even at 

'I 
II 

the beginning, honever, they ,·rould see some chance th~t their O'tom 
, 

threats and international pressures could succeed in averting air 

attacks or keeping them B,t a lm'T level. Unless attacks continued 
I 

regularly s.nd frequently thereafter and the US Gove~ent displayed 
!t 

a consistent determination to persevere, the Communists would tend 
I 

i 
to doubt that the US would long sustain this course of action. 

5. Another important initial tUlcerto.inty rela.t~s to timing. 

In the course of reasserting their interest in Vietna¢, the 

Soviets may have extended specific conmdtments, inclu~ing offers of 
, 
:i 

mili tury aid 7 of 'Thich ue are not yet C.l'Tare. Or they:: may do so 
I 

between ncnT and the time uhen the nelT US pelicy is anJ;lounced. In 
',I 

either case, the USSR's freedom to disengage in react~on to the 

ne't-T US progrrun llOuld be reduced, although not entirely eliminated. 

Soviet Reactions 

6. It is possible that, once the US had demonstrated the 

seriousness of its intentions, the Soviets ,,,auld revert to a policy 
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of mtniJ'l1Ulll i nvol vement. But we think 1 t unlikely that they 
, 

'WOuld do so; their commitment to date probably has already 
, 

carried them past this point. Although the Soviets wou,ld 
, 
I 

p~rcei ve m:tli tary rislts in more direct involvement I they 

would expect to be e.b1e t.o keep these at a tolerable le.vel 
I 

and f'l:r. remo.ved fron the Soviet homele.nd. 'l'hey would ~60 

expect difficulties in their relations with Washington, but 

the new leaders have thus far shown themselves at leas~ as 

concerned to win the support of other Communis ts and an,t1-

Western radicals as to carry forward a detente with the; US. 

7. We belie.ve that the SoYiet response to the U$ program 
" 

of air attacks would consist both of a vigorous diplo~t1C and 

propaganda effort to br1ng the US to the conference table and 

the provision of military support to North Vietnam. The extent 

and nature of the latter are difficult to predict. It :would 
,I 

almost certainly include anti-aircraft art1llery and radnrs. In 

however, North Vietnam would almost certainlY press for surface-

to-air miss11es or even advanced jet fighters. These systems 
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wClu1d, at tbe :p;~ef:C):nt time, have to be installed and opel"~ted 

by S OV i ~~.~ pCJ:'s0~nel.~· 

8. In ~"1-:.=:1;J~Y.'i/lf; these advanced systems, the USSRi would 
.! 

rer.'or:;;iZ0 tl:).G !r,j CE'Ue sHes and fighter bases in North Vl.etnam 

appre.:.:i9;t,e th";~ t G'~::'!c8:::ful attacks on these targets would! face 
:1 

I 

them with o. choice of accopting the dC.r:'3c;e, substantiolly~ boosting 

their i::volvement in the defense of the DRV, or bec0ming lnfrty 

to even more provocative e~calation. It may be that, rather than 

open up these dangers, the USSR would refrain from providing 
. i 

SAMS and fighters. Yet a refusal to satisfy North Vietn~ese 

requests for this kind of aid would be costly to the Soviet 

position, the more so if such aid had previously been promised. 
[ 

9. On balance, we think that the cha.l:lces are about ,I even 

that the Soviets would provide some SA-2 defenses to North Vietnam. 
! 

Such a move would run counter to the perf erred Soviet tactics of 

* In the case of the SA-2 missile system, the USSR would need 
two and more probably about three '~eeks to provide a :!limited 
operational capability in North Vietnam after a decision to 
do so. Advanced jet fighters could be provided more!quickly. 
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increasing their commitments only when the dangers of confrontation , 

have begun to recede. , But the present decree of Soviet involvement, 

plus the political costs of failing to provide support in the 
i 

circumstances under consideration, might outweigh their caution in 

the present case. 

10. If the Soviets should provide SA-2s, we beli~ve that 

they would do so in ways calculated to minimize the initial risks 

to them. One likely ,my of doing this would be to deploy some 

SA-2 defenses for the key Hanoi-Haiphong area, hoping that this 

degree of involvement would serve to restrain the US and still 

not engage Soviet personnel in actual fighting. SA-2s,deployed 

in this area, how'ever, probably would be used if attacking 

US aircraft came within their range. By providing Soviet personn~l 

in the guise of "technicians," the USSR would preserve the option 

of ignoring any Soviet casualties. 

11. This would be a fairly limited Soviet involvement, 

but it would represent a greater commitment to North Vietnam than 

has obtained in the past. In this situation of increased risks, 

we believe that the USSR would be seeking means to curb the conflict. 

This effort would consist both of threats against the US and of 
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attempts to mobilize international preosurcs on the US to negotiate, 

probably in the Geneva forum. 

12. If these efforts failed, however, the Soviets might 

in time sil.'l,,·j se Hanoi to damp down operations in South Vietnam 

or even to e:ntertain a political settlement on terms not I! completely 

unacceptable to the US. This would be a delicate operat~on for 

the USSRj the DRV would charge that what was needed was not less 

Viet Cong aggressiveness but more effective Soviet assistance, 

and Peiping would almost certainly take the same line. We cannot 

at this time predict whether the USSR would try this app~oach 

nor, if it did, what the results would be. 

13. Elsewhere in the world, general Soviet policy would 

harden against the US. This would tend to preclude mOves toward 

a relaxation of tensions and to increase the USSR's verbal 

UGliness on other East-West issues. The new leaders, however, 

have in any event not been inclined to date to move very far 

toward detente. Nonetheless, we think it highly unlikely. that 

they would react to the US course of action considered here by 

deliberately provoking a mo.jor 9risis in some other area of the 

world, e.g., Berlin or Cuba. 
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DRV Rea.ctions 

14. Ii Initiation of the new US policy almost certainly would 
I 

not lead Hanoi to restrain the Viet Congo Hanoi would probably 
" 

elect to maintain the very intense levels of activity e~ident in 

the past few days. Pressures might be stepped up in tabs at 
'II 

the same time. The anger and emotion with which the US', program 
, 

would be received in Hanoi might affect its calculation~. In any 

case, the DRV would wish to avoid an impression of lreakzless at 
,I 

I 
the outset. Moreover, it would have some doubt about U$ staying 

power on its new course and, would hope that Sino-Soviet!competition 

would maximize the support provided by both allies. If !the US 
, 

persevered in the face of threats and international prcs:stires, and 

as the degree of damage inflicted on North Vietnam increased, 
, I 

the chances of a reduction in Viet Cong activity would rise 

(see paragraph 18). 

15. The insurgency in South Vietnam is heavily dep~ndent on 

support, leadership, and direction from the DRV, but the,VC 

nonetheless ha.s substantia.l capabilities independent of ::&no1 

Thus Hanoi could probably achieve a substantial atandown: for 

tactical p~·~o6eo and could effect a more lasting reduct~on. 
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Nonetheless, the insurgency in South Vietnam has a mom~ntum o~ 
i 
I its own, and some hostile VC action would probably continue, 

.1 

.1 

though at reduced levels. :! 

Chinese Reactions 

16. China would be equally violent in castigating the new 
1 

US course. At the outset o~ the new US program, therll is a fair 

chance that Peiping would also introduce limited numbe;rs of 
II 

Chinese ground forces as "volunteers" into North Vietnam, in-
" 

,! 

tending to raise the specter of further escalation, td underline 
. :1 

its commitment to assist the North Vietnamese, and to :ichallenge the 

Soviets to extend corresponding support. More extrem~ Chinese 

reactions -- such as introduction of large-scale grO~d force 

combat units into North Vietnam or northern Laos -- wduld be 
,I 

possible, though we think this unlikely in the early ~tages. If 

the US program continued and inflicted severe damage qn North 
:1 

Vietnam, the chances of such a movement would rise. But we still 

think that China, conscious of the danger of provoking major US 
ii 

attacks against its own territory, probably would not;take this 

step.* 

* The Director of Intelligence and Research, Department 
I of State,be1ieves that the chance of introduction of Chinese 
'I 

ground forces into North Vietnam or northern Lao~ is con-
siderably higher than 1s estimated in this parag~aph. 
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Use of Communist Aircraft 

17. A special problem for the Communists lies in the fact 

that only three North Vietnamese airfields, all located in the 

northern part of the country, are fully capable of sust~ining jet 
!I 

fighter operations. Fighters would thus have difficulty in en
! 

gaging US/GVN aircraft attacking targets in the southern part of 

North Vietnam. Furthermore, the Communists recognize that US 

retaliation against these airfields would be feasible and effective. 

These considerations apply to the use of Soviet or Chlne,se fighters 

in North Vietnam as well as to :the interceptors l-lhich tne DRV 

might be able to put into the air with Soviet or Chinese assistance. 

Despite these limited capabilities, the Communists probably would 

employ the fighters based in North Vietnam against the US air 

attacks. If US air attacks reached the northern part of the DRV, 
21 

I -China might react over North Vietnam with fighters from its own bases. 

y 

g/ 

At Kien An in northern North Vietnam and at Vinh and Dong Hoi 
in southern North Vietnam, there are airfields on wpich jet 
fighters (including MIG-2ls) can land and take off, but none 
of these fields has ancillary facilities sufficient': to support 
sustained operations. Thus, while North Vietnam has six fields with 
rummy-s adequate for jet fighters, only three (phud Yen, Hanoil 
Gia Lam, Haiphong/Cat B1) can support sustained jet! fighter 
operations. .. 

The Director of Intelligence and Research, Department of 
of State, believes that "might" 1n this sentence should be 
changes to "would probably." 
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Ii 
18. The Cornmtmists could. react by launching air attaclts 

I 
I 

against South Vietnam from North Vietnamese or ChiDese~ bases. We 
. 'i 

think this unlikely becau.se of the VUlnerability of North Vietnamese 
" 

bases and China's reluctence to risk retaliation agaiJst its 

own territory. 

A Possible Co~unist Tactic 

, 
19. If at some point the Communists had become persuaded of 

I 

the dura.bili ty of the new US policy, they might adop~ tactios 

designed to provide a respite. This miGht come about if US 

attacks were inflictin~ severe dama~e and if, at the same time, 

the US had made clear an intention to reduce or ceaseiits attacks 

in return for a sharp reduction of Viet Cong activity1n South 

Vietnam. In these circumstances, the DRV miGht order! such a 

reduction end use an ensuing period of calm to press for a negotiated 

cease-fire and an international conference. At the s~e time, it 

might use the respite for a ma.jor buildup, assisted b~ its allies. 
,I 

Such e, buildup might include extensive SA-2deploymenrs, additions 
I 

to jet fighter strength in North Vietnam and southerh China, and 

large. scale deployments of DRV and Chinese ground forces suitable 
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for rapid invasions. The Communists might expect th~t they 

could complete these preparations without US interfetence, and 

I 

that thereafter the US would be deterred from resuming its program 
, 

of' air attacks when Viet Cong e.ctivity was again stepped up. 

The Coordination of Communist Policy 

20. It is obviously to Communist e.dvantage to appear unified, 

and they will malte great efforts to convey this impression. 

Heightened military conflict would itself exert strong pressures 

for effective unity. Nevertheless, we have at several points 

indicated our belief' tho.t the USSR and China act as competitors 

in North Vietnamese affairs and that they would continue to do 

so during a period of sustained US air attacks on North Vietnam. 

l~e have also pointed to complex and conflicting interests which 

make for delicate relations -- 8.m difficult communications 

between Hanoi and both its allies. He think it likely that policy 

coordination among the three Commmunist countries inyolved will 

be chronically imperfect and occasionally quite erratic. Hence, 

Coruuunist policies and reactions will at times be faltering and 

uncertain and at others bold to the pOint of rashness. In any 

case, since Communist policies will be constantly fashioned and 

refashioned to meet a constantly changing situation, they will 

be difficult to foresee very far e.head. 
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